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U.S. Military Explorers
Vision

Mission
Train, develop and
inspire tomorrow’s
Warriors for our
Nation’s Armed
Forces.

The Vision for our U. S. Military Explorers Career Training Programs is based upon years of military
experience, training, and confidence facing their abilities as a youth progresses on to a young adult looking at
a military career. Helping them build up their experience weaving confidence with character, Military Explorer
officers and enlisted personnel are the cutting edge of American Youth today. They are our nations’ warriors of
tomorrow. Here are the pillars of our U.S. Military Explorer Vision.
Professional Military Education (PME) As a dedicated military career training program, education of the
youth along with Adult Advisors and Mentors to dedicated to delivering a quality product so when joining the
military or joining society, the Explorer Cadet will be comfortable on assuming roles that place them among the
leaders in their community. Education is the bedrock to a productive member of the team regardless of
assignment or job. Character development is key in PME as a cadet moves through various promotions,
assignments, and leadership roles.
National Pride with Patriotic Service The United States military is the forbearer in defense of our nation’s
freedom placed on a global stage. As such, each member of the U.S. Military Explorers team must become a
sentinel in providing such dedicated service and pride to the Explorers and their nation. Wearing our national
emblem on your uniform must also come with a sacrifice that each advisor and cadet must make as a Military
Explorer.
Survival, Evasion Resistance and Escape (SERE) Our military expects our youth to be ready to assume
the worst as defenders of America. Every military member is required to be able to survive the future battlefield
with certain tenants of basic survival skills. Whether serving in Infantry, Aviation, Armor Maintenance, or other
branch career fields, the American Fighting Code built upon your survival skills are paramount to your ability to
retain the fight for America and your personal survival.
Warrior Ethos The military career path is one that differs from other civilian paths in that you must look at
our enemies across a wide spectrum. From understanding your role in our military, you must become
educated and trained to see what is happening globally thru the U.S. National Security Strategy. Becoming an
instrument of that requires education, intelligence briefings, know the enemy, and build your own Warrior
Ethos combining mind strength, personal grit, and ability to handle the tough road. Can you measure up?
Physical Fitness As the military needs physically fit individuals to perform military missions across the
globe in expeditionary roles, you must consider healthy choices as you move through the ranks of the
program. Certain benchmarks are necessary in some career fields that mirror our armed forces with their
demanding fitness core such as special operations. Become educated and perform up to military physical
fitness duty expectations to qualify to serve.
Moral Leadership Our country was founded on moral principles which have guided us through many years
as we continue to develop as a nation. Youth today need to develop their own set of principles which help
them become better leaders and followers as they prepare for their future military career. Helping them set this
path for future guidance helps them mature as an adult as well. Having a good moral compass helps them
develop good character traits as a productive member of society.
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